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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

When learning a new language people compare their own words to the words of the new 

language in order to learn the vocabulary of the new language. This might often be the 

easiest and most effective way of learning new words. However, there is one problem 

with this method. There are some words that have many different meanings and are 

used in separate contexts to describe various things and situations, though the word is 

still the same. One English word that is used in this way is the word break. For Swedish 

people learning English this can be very confusing, since Swedish has several different 

counterparts to this English word. 

The work presented in this C-essay has been carried out as part of the project 

“Linguistics in the Midnight Sun” at the department of Language and Culture, Luleå 

University of Technology. 

 

1.2 AIM 

The purpose of this paper is to compare the English word break to its Swedish 

counterparts in some contexts and try to analyse them in order to find differences and 

similarities between the words in the two languages. It will also try to find out whether 

the choice of Swedish words is due to certain conditions or not. In order to limit the 

extension of the essay, the paper will not consider the word break used in phrasal verbs. 

 

1.3 METHOD AND MATERIAL 

In order to study and compare the different meanings of the word break to their Swedish 

counterparts I have mainly used the British National Corpus (BNC) to find different 

examples of English sentences containing the word break. I have then used different 

dictionaries to compare the English and Swedish words and meanings and analysed 

what differences and similarities there are between them. 
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2 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 CHAPTER 1. CONCRETE MEANINGS OF THE WORD BREAK 

CAUSED BY PHYSICAL IMPACT 

 

2.1.1 Break something into pieces unintentionally 

The word break is used in many different contexts to describe how things can be 

separated into pieces by physical impact. In the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 

English (LDCE) it says that this break  can be caused “for example by hitting it, 

dropping it, or bending it” (2001:151).  A window can be broken by someone hitting it, 

a vase can be broken by someone dropping it, and finally a stick can be broken by 

someone bending it until it snaps. What is interesting here is to see in what ways the 

items break: the window, for example, will probably be shattered into a thousand tiny 

pieces, the vase might be separated into a few bigger pieces, and the stick will be 

snapped in two. All the same they have all been broken into pieces. Lexically the word 

break tells us nothing about how the item has been broken. Neither does the word break 

tell us how many pieces the item is separated into, it only tells us that it is no longer in 

one piece because someone has caused it to break. 

Now, if the word break is compared to the Swedish counterparts of the word, in the 

same contexts, Swedish turns out to have several words to describe the various ways of 

breaking something into pieces. When a window is broken, the word break corresponds 

to “krossa”, which tells us immediately that the window is shattered into a lot of tiny 

pieces. The Swedish word kross, from where krossa comes, carries the meaning of 

something almost as fine-grained as sand. Therefore it is instantly known that 

something broken, in the meaning of ′krossa′, is shattered. Prismas Engelska Ordbok´s 

(PEO) English translation of the word krossa is ′crush; smash; shatter; wreck′ 

(2001:910). However, a vase that is broken might also be “krossad” in Swedish, since 

the vase also can be shattered into thousands of pieces. When it is not shattered but, as 

mentioned above, only broken into a few bigger pieces Swedish has no single word for 

it but says “gått sönder” which, according to PEO  means ′be [get] broken [smashed]′ 

(2001:822). This reveals nothing about how many pieces the vase is in, but because it is 

not “krossad” it is implied that it is possible to repair it, which is not the case when it is 

shattered. Finally, the stick that is broken is “bruten” in Swedish. This word implies that 
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the stick has been bent until it has snapped in two, which is exactly what has happened 

to it. 

In this way the different Swedish counterparts of the word break, in the contexts 

discussed above, indicate, not only that something has been damaged, but also 

something about the manner of the event and the different kinds of reults. The different 

Swedish words cannot be used as synonyms; for example, it is impossible to “bryta” a 

window or a vase, since neither of them can be bent until they snap in two. In the same 

way a stick cannot be “krossad” because it will not be shattered into thousands of pieces 

if someone hits it. Thus, in Swedish the different words have dissimilar meanings, 

though they all describe things being broken in English. 

 

2.1.2 Break a part of your body 

It is not only things that can be broken by physical impact. The word break can also be 

used to refer to fractures on parts of your body. According to LDCE this is when you 

“damage part of your body, especially a bone, and make it split into two or more pieces” 

(2001:151). Another explanation to this is Collins English Dictionary´s (CED) 

explanation: “to fracture (a bone) in (a limb, etc.)” (1991:195). In this context the word 

might be used in sentences such as LDCE example: 

 

(1) She fell downstairs and broke her hip 

 

 (2001:151). It might as well have been the leg or any other part of the body that was 

broken, the important thing is that the word tells us that it was actually the bone inside 

the hip or the leg that broke. This means that the injured part is not separated from the 

body even though the word break might refer to separation in other contexts. 

A nail is another part of your body that can be broken. In this context the word break 

refers to separation. A broken nail is split into two or more separate pieces where at 

least one piece is no longer attached to the body. 

However, bones and nails are not the only parts of the body that can be broken. 

Muscles can also be broken down as in sentence (2) from the BNC: 

 

(2) Training breaks down muscle tissue. 
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 (2002). The muscles are not broken in the same meaning as a bone, but they are 

damaged because of the physical impact caused by training. When the muscle tissue is 

broken down it decreases in volume, which means that break down in this context refers 

to something disappearing, even though the tissue can be rebuilt again. 

Consequently, the word break, when referring to parts of the body, means three 

different things in English: 

 

• that something is split into pieces but still attached to the rest of the body, 

• that it is separated into pieces where one or more pieces are no longer attached 

to the rest of the body,  

• that tissue of the body is actually lost (but can be rebuilt again). 

 

A comparison may now be made between these three meanings of the word break and 

their Swedish counterparts. To start with, in the first example with the broken bone the 

Swedish word for break is “bryta”. This word is the same as the word used when 

referring to the stick discussed earlier, and has the same meaning. It refers to something 

being bent until it breaks into two or more pieces. Just as in English the word, bryta 

when referring to, for example, a leg does not mean that the part is separated from the 

body. It only means that it is damaged inside. However, in sentence (1) 

 

(1) She fell downstairs and broke her hip. 

 

quoted above from LDCE which Summers gives as example (2001:151) the Swedish 

word for bone would have to be inserted after hip in order to make the sentence sound 

correct. This is not the case when taking about arms or legs, though, where bone is not 

inserted. 

As in English, Swedish uses the same word to refer to a broken nail as when referring 

to a broken bone and, just like in Enlish, it also means that a piece of the nail is 

separated from the body. 

The Swedish counterpart of break down when referring to muscle tissue is “bryta 

ned”. Bryta is the same word as used for bone and nail, but combined with ned it means 

to destroy something and make it decrease, just like the English meaning of break 

down. 
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2.1.3 Break something into pieces intentionally 

To break  things is not only a matter of unintentional destroying. Some things might be 

deliberately broken in order to be separated into two or more smaller parts or in order to 

get through something. In BNC two examples of intentional breaking in order to get 

through are found: 

 

(3) Sunday´s Massey Ferguson Open on the Grand Union Canal at Rowington attracted 

35 competitors who used axes, bricks and anything else heavy to break the three inch 

thick ice. 

 

In this example the ice was deliberately broken so that the competitors of a fishing-

contest could be able to fish. In this sentence the use of axes and bricks implies that the 

ice that was broken was shattered into many small pieces instead of one single piece 

that could be lifted up leaving a hole in the ice, which had been the case if a saw had 

been used to break the ice. Hence, the choice of tool in the sentence reveals in which 

way the ice is broken. 

Windows might also be intentionally broken in order to get through them as in the 

second example from BNC: 

 

(4) I bang on the glass with my fist. Soft and then harder and harder. I want to break the 

glass, but it´s too thick. I can´t get in. 

 

Though the glass is not actually broken the intention of banging on it is to break it and it 

would probably break if a tool had been used instead of the fist. As mentioned above, if 

the window broke, it would be shattered into many pieces anyway, whether the action is 

intentional or not. Nor does it matter, as it does in the case of the ice, what kind of tool 

is used to break it. It would still be shattered into many pieces. 

Now, comparing these examples to their Swedish counterparts, it is revealed that in 

example (3): 

 

(3) Sunday´s Massey Ferguson Open on the Grand Union Canal at Rowington attracted 

35 competitors who used axes, bricks and anything else heavy to break the three inch 

thick ice. 
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the Swedish word for break would be “ta hål på” which means ′make a hole in′. This 

expression is used when referring to situations like breaking the ice in order to be able 

to fish and it implies that the action is deliberate. 

In example (4): 

 

(4) I bang on the glass with my fist. Soft and then harder and harder. I want to break the 

glass, but it´s too thick. I can´t get in. 

 

the Swedish counterpart to the word break would be “slå sönder” which, according to 

PEO means ′break [to pieces]′. This is done by hitting or smashing it. A comparison 

between a window being broken intentionally and unintentionally in Swedish, indicates 

that Swedish uses different words for break. The two words “krossa” and “slå sönder” 

shows that in the latter case the window is intentionally broken, where in English this 

can not be understood without further information. 
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2.2 CHAPTER 2. CONCRETE MEANINGS OF THE WORD BREAK NOT 

CAUSED BY PHYSICAL IMPACT 

 

2.2.1 Things that stop working 

The word break is not only used to refer to things being separated, it can also be used 

when referring to things that stop working, often parts of machines. According to CED 

this means ′to damage or become damaged so as to be inoperative′ (1991:195). CED 

also gives an example of this: 

 

(5) my radio is broken. 

 

LDCE gives another example of things breaking in this context: 

 

(6) I think the spring´s broken. 

 

(2001:151). The spring has not broken because of physical impact, but because it has 

been used so much that the material is worn out, which is most often the reason why 

machines break. 

When searching for the word break in BNC only 20 matches, out of 500, concern 

things that break in the sense of ′stop working′. All these 20 matches concern the same 

thing: cables breaking when launching gliders, as in example (7), taken from BNC: 

 

(7)  With the low acceleration of a car launch, unless the pilot recognises that the cable 

has broken and lowers the nose very quickly, the glider will stall and land heavily. 

 

The cable is important when launching gliders, but as other materials it can not be used 

eternally, since it will be worn out and stop working. 

Examples (5) – (7) show things breaking in the sense of ′stop working′ without 

physical impact, but because they are worn out. 

 A comparison may now be made between break in the three above mentioned 

sentences and their Swedish counterparts. Both in example (5) and (6) 

(5) my radio is broken. 

 

(6) I think the spring´s broken. 
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quoted above the Swedish word for break in this context is “gått sönder”, which, as 

mentioned in chapter 1, according to PEO  means ′be [get] broken [smashed]′ 

(2001:822). “Gått sönder” implies that the thing has broken by itself, without anyone 

causing it to break. 

In example (7) 

 

(7)  With the low acceleration of a car launch, unless the pilot recognises that the cable 

has broken and lowers the nose very quickly, the glider will stall and land heavily. 

 

above the Swedish counterpart could be “gått sönder” as the other two examples, but the 

most common expression would be “gått av”. In PEO the English translation of the 

word “gå av” is ′wear through, break off′. It seems as if this expression implies that 

something has snapped into two pieces and is mainly used for long, thin things such as 

cables, sticks, and pencils.  

 

2.2.2 Things that are no longer working or in one piece 

When things are no longer in one piece, or as explained in LDCE ′not working properly′ 

(2001:160) they are broken. Out of 500 matches concerning broken in BNC, 9 matches 

have to do with broken glass, which is the most common broken thing in BNC. 

However, there are lots of other examples of broken things in BNC, three of them are: 

 

(8) Much as I wanted the good news on my walk home from the newspaper shop, I was 

forced to concentrate on my footing on broken and delapidated pavements... 

 

(9) The deputy prime minister seemed oblivious throughout to the vivid backdrop of 

broken bicycle wheels and overflowing rubbish bins. 

 

(10) Hemp bags with holes in them, paper, broken bits of wood and, I expect, old 

implements and things which would now be quite valuable. 

 

Examples (8) and (10) have to do with things no longer being in one piece, while 

example (9) could carry the meaning both of something no longer working and of 

something no longer being in one piece. The bicycle wheels could still be in one piece, 
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but with a leakage so the air does not stay inside them, or, they could be damaged so 

badly that they are no longer in one piece, that is impossible to know from the text. 

Examples (8) – (10) show that the word break can be used, not only as a verb 

describing an action, but also as an adjective revealing that things are no longer 

working. 

In English these examples might not seem so different from the examples (5) –(7) in 

2.2.1 above, just that the items are already broken instead of breaking at the present 

moment. Now, when comparing sentences (8) – (10) 

 

(8) Much as I wanted the good news on my walk home from the newspaper shop, I was 

forced to concentrate on my footing on broken and delapidated pavements... 

 

(9) The deputy prime minister seemed oblivious throughout to the vivid backdrop of 

broken bicycle wheels and overflowing rubbish bins. 

 

(10) Hemp bags with holes in them, paper, broken bits of wood and, I expect, old 

implements and things which would now be quite valuable. 

 

to their Swedish counterparts, however, there is quite a big difference. The things that 

are broken in English are “trasiga” in Swedish, which in PEO´s English translation 

means ′ragged, tattered; torn; frayed; broken; out of order′ (2001:1175). “Trasiga” only 

reveals that the thing is already broken, not in what way or if anyone has caused it to 

break. 

 

 

2.2.3 The place where a thing has broken 

When something has broken in two, the place where it has broken is called break, for 

example, the place in the body where a bone has broken. In LDCE an example of this is 

given: 

 

(11) It´s a nasty break, the bone has splintered. 

 

(2001:153). Break used in this context aims at the exact spot where the bone is 

separated into two. 
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Also when referring to cables that are broken into two the word break is used, when 

talking about the exact place where the cable has broken.  

These examples reveal that the word break is not only a verb or an adjective, but can 

also be used as a noun describing a place where a thing has broken. 

Now, when comparing the word break in this context to the Swedish counterpart of 

the word, it is revealed that Swedish have the word “brott” when referring to the same 

thing. “Brott” means ′the place where something is broken′ or as translated in PEO 

′breach, break[age]′ (2001:700). Just as in English, this is a noun when used in this 

context. Also as in English, it has nothing to do with whether anyone has caused the 

bone or cable to break or not, it only describes the place where it has broken. 
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2.3 CHAPTER 3. METAPHORICAL MEANINGS OF THE WORD BREAK 

 

2.3.1 To hurt someone mentally 

The matter of things that break is not only concrete. The word break can also be used in 

metaphorical senses. Some metaphorical meanings are closer to the concrete meaning of 

break than others. In BNC lots of metaphorical examples of break are found and two, 

which are quite close to concrete meanings, are: 

 

(12) This boy of yours is twenty-five years old, old enough to father children and break 

hearts. 

 

(13) Since Porifiry wants to break Raskolnikov, why doesn´t he exploit Lizaveta´s 

murder? 

 

Both sentences express people being hurt mentally, even though the word break 

actually means physical harm in other senses. Sentence (12) does not imply that the boy 

could physically damage any hearts, only that he could make girls fall in love with him 

and then leave them causing them emotional pain.The same is true in sentence (13). 

Porifiry does not want to break his body, but destroy him mentally. Perhaps they are 

enemies and Porifiry wants to defeat Raskolnikov, but the word break in this sense does 

not mean to cause any physical damage to him. 

Even though sentences (12) and (13) are examples of metaphorical meanings of the 

word break they are not so far from the concrete meaning of the word. A broken person 

or a person with a broken heart suffers pain and is mentally damaged, and it is easy to 

see the similarities with something that is broken in the concrete meaning of the word. 

The person is no longer the way he/she used to be and might even be unable to go to 

work. Therefor he/she can be said not to function properly, the same as something 

broken in the concrete sense of the word. 

Now the word break in sentences (12) and (13)  

 

(12) This boy of yours is twenty-five years old, old enough to father children and break 

hearts. 
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(13) Since Porifiry wants to break Raskolnikov, why doesn´t he exploit Lizaveta´s 

murder? 

 

above can be compared to their Swedish counterparts. The Swedish counterpart to the 

word break in sentence (12) is “krossa”. As mentioned in chapter 1 “krossa” means 

′crush; smash; shatter; wreck′ ackording to PEO (2001:910). The word implies that 

something has been shattered into lots of tiny pieces. However, as in English, the 

Swedish expression is metaphorical and does not mean that the heart is actually 

shattered, only that the person is badly hurt emotionally. 

The Swedish counterpart to the word break in sentence (13) is “krossa” or “förgöra”. 

“Krossa” has the same meaning as mentioned above. According to PEO “förgöra” 

means ′destroy, annihilate; put to death′ (2001:788). As in English these words are used 

metaphorically, but are close to the concrete meanings of the words. In both example 

(12) and (13) it is easy to understand why the word break is used in these contexts in 

English and why “krossa” and “förgöra” are used in Swedish. 

 

2.3.2 To deviate from settled rules or agreements 

The word break can be used in metaphorical senses when referring to someone 

deviating from settled rules or agreements, for example to break the law, to break a 

code, to break a rule, to break an agreement, and to break a promise. The list of these 

expressions can be made very long. In BNC there are many examples of the word break 

used in contexts like the ones mentioned above. Three of them are: 

 

(14) The overrinding purpose of policing as perceived by ordinary policemen and 

women is to uphold the law, which requires typifications of very general use and 

applicability which distinguish between those who keep and those who break the law. 

 

(15) Sir Peter Imbert, the Met Commissioner, has written to Met officers warning that 

he would take proceedings under the Official Secrets Act against police who break an 

internal discpline code which “prohibits improper disclosure of information”. 

 

(16) As de Valois said in a lecture to teachers: “It is better to have a rule to break than 

no rule at all if chaos is not to reign in the class-room or on the stage”. 
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Sentences (14) – (16) all express metaphorical use of the word break. No laws, codes, 

or rules can be damaged or destroyed in the concrete meaning of the word. Instead the 

sentences imply that the law, the code and the rules all have invisible limits that 

someone crosses. If there had been real limits they would be destroyed when crossing 

them and therefore the limits would be broken. Hence, the metaphorical uses of the 

word break in these contexts are quite far from the concrete meaning of the word, yet, 

the expressions are not misunderstood. 

A comparison can now be made between break in the contexts of sentences 

(14) – (16) 

 

(14) The overriding purpose of policing as perceived by ordinary policemen and women 

is to uphold the law, which requires typifications of very general use and applicability 

which distinguish between those who keep and those who break the law. 

 

(15) Sir Peter Imbert, the Met Commissioner, has written to Met officers warning that 

he would take proceedings under the Official Secrets Act against police who break an 

internal discpline code which “prohibits improper disclosure of information”. 

 

(16) As de Valois said in a lecture to teachers: “It is better to have a rule to break than 

no rule at all if chaos is not to reign in the class-room or on the stage”. 

 

above and the Swedish counterparts of the word. The Swedish counterpart of the word 

break in all sentences is “bryta”. In these contexts the word has a metaphorical meaning, 

just as in English. As mentioned in chapter 1 the concrete meaning of the word “bryta” 

implies that something is being bent until it snappes in two. This is not the case when 

the word is used in these metaphorical senses, however. Just as in English, the sentences 

imply that some invisible limit has been crossed and therefore been broken or as the 

Swedish word “bryta” implies has been snapped in two. 

 

2.3.3 To make contact 

Sometimes the word break is used in metaphorical senses to refer to someone speaking 

or acting in order to make contact, whether it is to avoid silence, to tell some news or to 

get to know someone. It could be in expressions such as: break the news, break the 
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silence, or break the ice. Also in these contexts several examples of metaphorical uses 

of the word break can be found in BNC, for example: 

 

(17) Thank God, it wasn´t he who had to break the news to the woman that her husband 

and her daughter had both been killed in the car crash that had fractured her skull. 

 

(18) “Maybe she didn´t get round to asking him much about himself yet” Rose said to 

break the broding silence. 

 

(19) If you´ve just moved to a new area a good way to break the ice for you and your 

child is a parent and toddler group. 

 

Sentences (17) – (19) are examples of different types of contact making. In sentence 

(17) someone has to give terrible information to a woman, and obviously the word 

break does not mean that the news will be damaged. The expression to break the news 

implies that the news kind of bursts out and is shocking for the receivers. It is quite far-

fetched from the concrete meaning of the word break, since it has nothing to do with 

anything that is being damaged or that stop working. 

In sentence (18) Rose made up an excuse for someone just to avoid silence. Here the 

word break is also metaphorically used since silence is nothing that can be damaged. 

However, silence can be thought of as something similar to a bubble surrounding the 

people and that will be destroyed when someone speaks. In this respect it is not hard to 

understand the similarities of the metaphorical meaning of break and its concrete 

meanings even though they are quite different. 

Finally, sentence (19) is an example of a metaphorical use of the word break in order 

to make contact with new people. When people do not know each other there seems to 

be an invisible limit between them and when someone makes contact with the others 

this limit is crossed and therefore broken. The limit is referred to as ice separating two 

sides from each other. The word break used in this context does not really mean that an 

ice is broken, but that contact is made between people separated by an invisible limit 

and that they are no longer separated. 

A comparison between the word break in sentences (17) – (19)  
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(17) Thank God, it wasn´t he who had to break the news to the woman that her husband 

and her daughter had both been killed in the car crash that had fractured her skull. 

 

(18) “Maybe she didn´t get round to asking him much about himself yet” Rose said to 

break the broding silence. 

 

(19) If you´ve just moved to a new area a good way to break the ice for you and your 

child is a parent and toddler group. 

 

above and their Swedish counterparts can now be made. It is hard to find an exact 

Swedish counterpart to the word break in sentence (17), however, “framföra” seems to 

be the best one. “Framföra” means ′present, produce′ according to PEO (2001:768) and 

does not reveal that the news is shocking as the English word break does. It does, 

however, give the information that the news is quite extraordinary. The Swedish word 

“framföra” is a metaphorical expression revealing that something is being brought 

forward from one person to another, where its concrete meaning is to manoeuvre a 

vehicle from one place to another. Hence, in both its metaphorical and its concrete 

meaning the word “framföra” implies that something is being brought forward from one 

place to another. However, the expression is almost always used in its metaphorical 

sense. 

In sentences (18) and (19) the Swedish counterparts to break is “bryta”. Just as in 

English, this is a metaphorical word. As mentioned in earlier chapters “bryta” in the 

concrete meaning of the word is used when referring to things being separated in two. 

However, in sentence (18) it implies that silence is something that surrounds people and 

is destroyed when someone speaks, just as the English expression does. In sentence (19) 

the expression break the ice is called “bryta isen” in Swedish. It has just the same 

metaphorical meaning as the English expression has. An ice is not damaged, but an 

invisible limit between people is crossed and therefore destroyed. The first contact 

between people is established. 

 

2.3.4 To change current situations 

The word break might also be used in the metaphorical meaning of someone changing 

current situations in expressions such as to break a record, to break a pattern, to break 
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a stalemate, and to break a habit. BNC gives the following four examples of these 

expressions: 

 

(20) The record was broken by scientific training and pacing in which two first-class 

athletes sacrified themselves to permit Bannister to break the record. 

 

(21) Could she do this one alone? Break a pattern and emerge into the daylight without 

the hovering angel face of a new In Love? 

 

(22) The US Secretary of State, James Baker, has invited the Israeli and Egyptian 

foreign ministers to Washington in an attempt to break a stalemate in the Middle East 

peace process. 

 

(23) Contact Quit (see box), a group who help smokers to break the habit. 

 

All four sentences (20) – (23) express situations being changed, but the word break is 

used metaphorically and does not mean that anything has been damaged. Sentence (20) 

means that a sports record has been overdone and is no longer the record. A record can 

not be damaged, but since it is a limit that has been crossed it is said to be broken, just 

as the expression break the ice in 2.3.3 above. Sentences (21) - (23) means that 

someone is trying to change long-standing situations, even though it might be very hard. 

The metaphorical meaning of the word break implies that there is a certain time when 

one situation stopes and another situation begins. 

These examples of metaphorical use of the word break in sentences (20) –(23) 

 

(20) The record was broken by scientific training and pacing in which two first-class 

athletes sacrified themselves to permit Bannister to break the record. 

 

(21) Could she do this one alone? Break a pattern and emerge into the daylight without 

the hovering angel face of a new In Love? 

 

(22) The US Secretary of State, James Baker, has invited the Israeli and Egyptian 

foreign ministers to Washington in an attempt to break a stalemate in the Middle East 

peace process. 
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(23) Contact Quit (see box), a group who help smokers to break the habit. 

 

may now be compared to their Swedish counterparts. In sentence (20) the Swedish word 

for break is “slå” which in PEO is translated ′strike; hit; smite; knock; beat′ 

(2001:1104). As in English, this is a metaphorical expression implying that a record is 

overdone. 

The Swedish counterpart of the word break in sentences (21) – (23) is “bryta”. This 

implies, as the English word, that there is a certain time when one situation stops and 

another begins. This separation of time into two parts is similar to the meaning of the 

word bryta in its concrete sense, where a thing is separated in two pieces. Therefore it is 

quite easy to see why the words break and bryta are used metaphorically in these 

contexts. 
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3 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

 

3.1 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it may be said that the English word break has many Swedish 

counterparts, some of which will be listed below in order to make them easier to 

compare. In this paper the meanings of the word break have been divided into three 

main groups: concrete meanings caused by physical impact, concrete meanings not 

caused by physical impact and metaphorical meanings, therefore the words in the table 

below are divided into the same groups: 

 

English Swedish counterpart 

Concrete meanings caused by physical impact. 

break a window “krossa” 

break a vase “krossa” or “gått sönder” 

break a stick “bryta” 

break a hip “bryta” 

break a nail “bryta” 

break down a muscle “bryta ned” 

break the ice “ta hål på” 

break the glass “slå sönder” 

Concrete meanings not caused by physical impact. 

a radio i broken “gått sönder” 

the spring´s broken “gått sönder” 

the cable has broken “gått sönder” or “gått av” 

broken pavements “trasig” 

broken bicycle wheels “trasig” 

broken bits of wood “trasig” 

It´s a nasty break “brott” 

Metaphorical meanings. 

break hearts “krossa” 

break Raskolnikov “krossa” or “förgöra” 

break the law ”bryta” 

break a code “bryta” 
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break a rule “bryta” 

break the news “framföra” 

break the silence “bryta” 

break the ice “bryta” 

break a record “slå” 

break a pattern “bryta” 

break a stalemate “bryta” 

break a habit “bryta” 

 

In the eight examples of concrete meanings caused by physical impact Swedish has 

five-six different counterparts, revealing something about in what ways the various 

things are broken and if it is done intentionally or unintentionally. 

In the seven examples of concrete meanings not caused by physical impact there are 

three-four Swedish counterparts, which reveals that Swedish has fewer counterparts to 

the word break  when things have broken without physical impact, than when they are 

broken because of physical impact. 

Finally, in the twelve examples of metaphorical meanings Swedish has four-five 

counterparts. This reveals that in metaphorical meanings also Swedish uses the same 

word several times though referring to distinct situations. 

 

3.2 SUMMARY 

To sum up, this essay has compared the English word break to the Swedish counterparts 

of it in some contexts. It has revealed that Swedish uses several separate words to refer 

to things and situations where English only uses the word break. The choice of word in 

Swedish depends on whether something is broken because of physical impact or not, if 

it is broken intentionally or unintentionally or if the word is used in its concrete sense or 

metaphorically. 

In order to limit the extension of this paper, the essay has not considered the word 

break in all contexts where it is used, neither has it considered the use of the word break 

in phrasal verbs.  

The examples in this paper are mainly taken from BNC with supplement from some 

dictionaries. No examples are taken from informant questionnaires or spoken English, 

wherefore the results might have been different if other sources where used. 
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Therefore, further studies in this subject could consider the meanings of the word 

break in phrasal verbs and why Swedish needs many different words when English only 

needs one. The studies might be supported by data from informant questionnaires and 

interviews with English speaking people, to find out if that results in other conclusions 

than this paper. 
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